: From a single camera viewpoint, we train a continuous signed distance function embedding (PointSDF) for the partial object pointcloud, and a grasp success (GS) model in simulation. Leveraging these simulation learned models in a gradient-based grasp optimization, we enable collision-free and camera viewpoint invariant grasping of novel objects in the real world.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to reliably grasp previously unseen objects in multiple environments remains an open challenge in robotics [1, 2] . The effects of noisy and partial sensor inputs coupled with the unknown object properties complicate effective grasp synthesis. In this paper, we consider grasping unseen, isolated objects on tabletop environments with multifingered dexterous hands.
While analytical robotic grasp synthesis methods can provide desirable guarantees about grasp performance, they rely on metrics that have failed to generalize to the real world and can fail to perform given perceptual uncertainty; as such, much recent work in robotic grasp synthesis has turned to deep-learning based approaches [2] . Most existing deeplearning approaches are trained in an end-to-end fashion [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . That is, the system takes in sensor input, such as an RGB or RGBD image, and outputs a grasp, either via direct regression [12, 13] , sampling candidate grasps or motions [5, 6] , or solving an optimization problem leveraging the learned network, either in a discrete [3, 4] or continuous [7-9, 11, 14] fashion. As such, there is typically no explicit modeling of the geometry in the scene. Rather, researchers assume the classifier will indirectly learn a geometric understanding of the scene, such that the network will prefer stable grasps that are out of collision. This abandons common-sense a priori geometric reasoning, yielding undesirable robot-object collisions [3] [4] [5] [6] . We seek to decrease the chance of such collisions by explicitly modeling the 3D environment as part of the grasp planning problem.
The more difficult problem of multi-fingered grasping has similarly followed an end-to-end grasp learning framework [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . One competitive approach to multi-fingered grasping, achieving state-of-the-art results, relies on performing a continuous optimization over the hand configuration to maximize the likelihood of grasp success [8, 9, 11] . The continuous optimization proves advantageous over sampling or regression as it naturally admits many grasps for a given object, as opposed to constraining the grasp to a single output [12, 13] . However, similar to other approaches, these optimization-based inference procedures have no explicit understanding of the geometry of the scene and thus may find a solution which causes the hand to be in collision with the environment or even intersect with the object to be grasped. This forces relying on full state knowledge of the environment [11] or abandoning grasp attempts when motion planners fail to find a collision free path to the desired grasp.
The primary obstacle to explicitly incorporating geometric information into grasp synthesis is that these systems have only a single view of the world and thus can only partly understand the object geometry. One approach adopted in the computer vision community is to learn to predict the underlying 3D shape generating the partial view [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The recent dominant approach has been to learn a voxelbased object reconstruction [16] from the partial view; these reconstructions have been utilized in analytical [20] and learning-based [21] grasp synthesis systems. Recent work has shown that neural networks can effectively learn implicit shape representations, such as signed distance functions (SDF) or continuous occupancy maps, yielding state-of-theart 3D reconstruction performance [17] [18] [19] . Learning signed distance function reconstructions yields many desirable improvements to voxel based approaches, including arbitrarily high resolution and mesh-free geometric understanding. Indeed, roboticists regularly use signed distance functions to encode collision constraints in trajectory optimization for motion planning [22] .
We propose utilizing 3D object reconstruction to enable geometrically-aware grasp synthesis in a continuous optimization framework [8, 9] . At the core of our approach lies a novel implicit surface reconstruction algorithm, PointSDF, which directly regresses signed distance functions from point clouds, providing geometrically rich input and output. Furthermore our network enables real-time evaluation of the SDF through a single forward pass, a significant improvement over current SDF reconstruction algorithms [18] . We leverage these reconstructions to make our grasping system geometrically aware both implicitly and explicitly.
We implicitly encode geometry by introducing the point cloud embedding from PointSDF into a grasp success prediction network [8] and explore multi-loss training combining object reconstruction and grasp success losses. We enable explicit geometric reasoning by constraining the optimization of our grasp success prediction network to be collision free. We achieve this by extending previous approaches to learning-based grasp optimization [8, 9, 11] to include the full robot arm configuration, instead of only a 6DOF wrist pose, and add SDF collision constraints between the reconstructed object and all links of the robot. By formulating the optimization in the robot joint space, we ensure not only kinematic feasibility of all synthesized grasps but also Euclidean update of the gradients in the optimization by propagating learned gradients through the kinematic Jacobian.
To test how including geometry effects grasp performance, we test our grasping system using a novel camera perspective. We move the camera to both a) determine how including geometry can help generalize grasp performance to new views, and b) force planning in occluded space, requiring robust geometric understanding to succeed. We show that including geometry generalizes grasp success prediction performance to new views better than geometryfree approaches and yeilds higher grasp success rates when executed on a real robot.
To summarize, our primary contributions are listed below, • 3D Reconstruction: a novel single-view reconstruction learning architecture, PointSDF, that takes in object point clouds and learns a signed distance function implicit surface for a partially viewed object. • Grasp Success Prediction: a novel grasp success prediction learning architecture, that implicitly learns geometrically aware point cloud encodings. • Grasp Synthesis: an extended formulation of learning-based grasp synthesis as a constrained optimization problem in the full robot configuration space, ensuring kinematic feasibility and explicit collision avoidance via our learned continuous signed distance function (PointSDF). We illustrate our key contributions in Fig. 1 . We organize the remainder of the paper as follows, In Sec II we present PointSDF. In Sec. III we apply PointSDF to grasp success prediction and define the full grasp synthesis optimization in Sec. IV. We discuss implementation and evaluation details in Sec. V. We follow this with an analysis of our methods comparing to previously proposed approaches in Sec. VI. We then briefly conclude and discuss directions for future work in Sec. VII.
II. 3D RECONSTRUCTION VIA LEARNED SIGNED DISTANCE FUNCTION
We present a new architecture for predicting a 3D reconstruction of an object from a single view point cloud. Motivated for its use in grasp planning, we desire that our reconstruction approach seamlessly handles seen and unseen objects alike from arbitrary viewpoints and accurately encodes geometric concepts, while efficiently performing inference in terms of both time and space. As such, we propose learning to directly predict the signed distance function, which implicitly represents the object surface as the zero level set of the function. The signed distance function defines the shortest distance between a query point in 3D space and the surface of the object, where distances are negative for points inside the object and positive when outside. We call our architecture PointSDF. Unlike previous iterations of similar design [18] , we enable single-pass evaluation using a simple encoder-decoder structure.
Given a point cloud view of the object, o, and a query point in 3D space, x, the PointSDF function, f SDF predicts the continuous-valued signed distance from that point to the surface of the fully reconstructed object:
where θ represents the parameters of the network. We train our network using the standard regression loss of meansquared error loss between the distance predictions from the network and the true SDF values for query points relative to the training objects. Directly regressing SDF values from the point cloud holds several key advantages that make our PointSDF representation advantageous for robotics applications, especially grasp planning: first, PointSDF achieves this while utilizing a single-pass inference design, performing predictions faster than in previous iterations of SDF regression [18] , without requiring any inference time threshold hyperparametrs. Second, PointSDF can be evaluated at arbitrary resolution without transforming the prediction into a mesh, saving time and maintaining accuracy, allowing higher fidelity geometric understanding as compared to earlier voxel-based approaches in robotics [20, 21, 23] . Nevertheless, a mesh can be extracted if desired by determining the zero isosurface of the SDF, which we can compute via sampling the network throughout the space as shown by [17, 18] . A final benefit of using a SDF representation via a neural network is that the network implicitly learns the geometric gradients. That is, given a query point x and observation o, we can derive a vector pointing towards or away from the true reconstructed object by finding the gradient at the point x, ∂f SDF (o, x; θ)/∂x. We can efficiently compute such gradients using the backpropagation algorithm. The gradients provide valuable geometric information, which we directly use for constrained grasp optimization, as explained in Section IV.
Our architecture builds on recent work in the computer vision community that has developed new techniques for convolution operations directly on point clouds [24, 25] . Unlike typical convolutions which require well structured inputs, these approaches work directly on unstructured point clouds, such as our partial object observations o. This avoids discretizing inputs and losing potentially important geometric information. We embed the point cloud using four PointConv layers [25] , which we then pass through a fully connected layer, with ReLU non-linearity and batch normalization, producing a final vector embedding of length 256.
We embed our query point x via two fully connected layers, with dropout and ReLU non-linearities. The point cloud and query point embeddings are concatenated and fed through eight fully connected layers with ReLU nonlinearities and batch normalization applied at each layer. The joint embedding is additionally fed in at the fourth layer. The final layer maps to a single value and uses a tanh activation to clamp predictions between -1 and 1. The top half of Figure 2 shows our network design.
III. LEARNING GRASP SUCCESS PREDICTION VIA 3D RECONSTRUCTION
Our primary goal is to synthesize high quality grasps for partially viewed objects, which we perform as a continuous optimization over the robot's arm-hand joint configuration.
Here we present our design of a learned grasp success metric, that serves as the objective to maximize during grasp synthesis. Following recent, high-performing approaches to multi-fingered grasp planning [8, 9] , we model this planning problem as probabilistic inference.
We seek to maximize the posterior probability of a robot arm-hand joint configuration, q, generating a successful grasp (i.e., Y = 1) given a point cloud observation, o, of the target object. For our objective we don't use the full configuration, q = [q h , q a ], but instead use q g = [q h , FK p (q a )]. Here q h represents the N joint positions of the hand, while FK p (q a ) computes 6-DOF palm pose of the robot hand as a function of the robot arm joint state q a . Formally we have the following objective:
where φ and ψ parameterize each respective probability distribution. Following Lu et al. [8] , we parameterize the grasp success probability distribution h(·) as a neural network and the grasp prior g(·) as a Gaussian mixture model fit to all grasp configurations seen during training. In order to make our grasp success prediction network geometrically aware, we utilize the same point cloud encoder architecture used in PointSDF to embed the point cloud of the target object. The network concatenates this embedding with the size of the point cloud to get a scale-aware object representation. Both this object embedding and the grasp configuration are passed through two fully connected layers with ReLU non-linearities and batch normalization. The results are concatenated and passed through three more fully connected layers (ReLU activation with batch normalization) collapsing to a single grasp success probability via a sigmoid activation on the final layer. Our network design is shown in the bottom half of Figure 2 .
The majority of existing grasp success networks rely on implicit signal from the grasp prediction to encourage geometric understanding. Multi-task learning, however, has been shown to be an effective means of increasing the performance of neural networks [26] . By using the same encoder network for PointSDF and our grasp success network, we can explore utilizing losses from both tasks simultaneously to directly encourage geometric understanding.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION-AWARE GRASP SYNTHESIS VIA CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION
Given the robot joint configuration q encoding the arm and hand joint vectors respectively, we define the grasp synthesis problem as finding a grasp preshape joint configuration for the arm and the hand that enables a collision-free grasp on the object that maximizes the probability of grasp success. This amounts to solving the following constrained, nonconvex optimization problem,
where the cost terms are from the learned grasp success prediction network and prior function. We turn Eq. 3 into a least-squares cost to be minimized. As we are combining the log likelihood of a discrete and continuous probability distribution, the range of our objective function in Eq. 4 is unbounded; as such, we empirically select -2 as a sufficient minimum and square the difference. The function a SDF (·) is the analytic signed distance function for known geometry environment meshes and f SDF (·) is the learned signed distance function of the object, FK l defines the forward kinematics to robot link l and M e defines the mesh relating to component e of the environment. The constraints in Eq. 5 encode the kinematic limits of the robot joints. This formulation allows direct enforcement of commonsense geometric constraints that avoids unintentional robotobject contact for the full robot arm. The formulation also ensures all solutions are kinematically feasible. Our object collision constraint directly utilizes our implicit-surface reconstruction network f SDF . Because this network takes in the query point and assigns an SDF, we avoid meshing and can directly utilize the learned network to get SDF values for our robot. We compute the query points to check for robot-object collision by computing the forward kinematics of each link for the current robot joint configuration q and using each vertex from the link mesh. Each link is assigned the minimum SDF value of all its vertices. As described in Sec. II, we can derive SDF gradients to move a link out of collision directly through the network via backpropagation. We can similarly derive objective function gradients via backpropagation through our grasp success network.
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS & EVALUATION PROTOCOL
We discuss briefly our implementation of the various steps and our protocol to evaluate each step in the below subsections. For an extended description of the implementation and evaluation, refer to our website https://sites. google.com/view/reconstruction-grasp/.
We introduce a simple object frame that we use as the canonical frame for reconstruction, grasp success prediction, and grasp optimization. For a given point cloud view, we perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the points and use the primary axes to create a new valid frame. This frame is then aligned with the world frame, assumed to be known relative to the camera, labeling the axes based on the world axis with which it is most aligned. Aligning with the world axis gives grasps global spatial and rotational context which is intuitively important to grasp performance.
A. PointSDF
All point clouds passed to PointSDF are first transformed into their object frames before being passed through the network. To simplify learning, we also scale all point clouds to fit in a 1m × 1m × 1m bounding box. At inference time, SDF estimates can easily be scaled back for use. To demonstrate how our reconstructed meshes compare to the reconstructions currently used in grasping [20, 21] , we reimplement a representative voxel-based reconstruction model based on a 3D CNN encoder-decoder structure [15] , which we hereafter refer to as VoxelCNN. To train PointSDF, we synthetically render, via a simulated camera, the 590 meshes from the Grasp Database [10] and 76 meshes from the YCB Database [27] at 200 random orientations each, adding noise to the depth images to reflect Kinect noise. We backproject the rendered points into a 3D point cloud, which becomes the input to our network.
To quantify 3D reconstruction performance, we report three metrics computed between the reconstructed test object and the ground truth mesh: the volumetric IoU, Chamfer-L 1 distance, and a normal consistency score (for description of metrics, we refer the reader to [17] ).
B. Grasp Success Network
We compare three variants of our grasp success prediction network. The first approach which we call "SDF-Scratch", trains the whole network from scratch using just grasp success prediction via a cross-entropy loss. The second uses the same loss but finetunes the encoder weights pretrained on the reconstruction task and we call this "SDF-Finetune". Finally, we can include the full reconstruction network and jointly train using a weighted combination of the reconstruction and grasp loss which we call "SDF-Multiloss". We also train a voxel-based baseline (which we call "Voxel"), replacing the point cloud encoder from PointSDF with the voxel encoder from VoxelCNN described above.
To train our grasp success network, we simulated grasps using an Allegro hand mounted on a Kuka LBR4 arm inside the Gazebo simulator with objects from the Bigbird dataset [28] . We use the same data collection setup as [8] except for using the Gazebo Kinect camera to generate point clouds. The collected dataset only contains pointcloud from one camera viewpoint.
We evaluate performance for each of the variants described against the test set using the Binary Cross Entropy loss. As described in the introduction, we additionally move the camera, rerendering each test grasp object from the new camera angle. Performance from the new view indicates how implicitly modeling geometry through our networks effects grasp success prediction performance and its generalization. Here, we move the camera to the opposite side of the table and rotate 180 degrees to face the table.
C. Grasp Optimization
We setup our optimization in PAGMO [29] and use SLSQP [30] to perform the optimization. Our analytic signed distance function is obtained using GJK [31] and PQP [32] . We seed the optimization by sampling a grasp configuration from the grasp prior g and use Inverse Kinematics to convert the 6DOF palm pose to a set of arm joints. We can use any of the above grasp success implementations in our optimization.
To determine the effect of modeling geometry via our reconstruction network, we implement a baseline object collision approach that simply meshes the partial view point cloud and uses our analytic signed distance function to avoid collision. We create two grasp optimization problems from the possible combinations. First, we pair the grasp success network trained with point cloud embedding from scratch with the partial view collision detection baseline; this represents an approach that relies on the partial geometric information it has available. We call this method "Baseline". Second, we pair the grasp success network trained with multiloss training setup with the learned signed distance function collision detection; this represents an approach that utilizes geometric prediction awareness which we call as "Ours" in the results section.
We test our grasp optimization on a real robot system, using an Allegro hand mounted on a Kuka LBR4 arm. We use an Asus RGBD camera to get our point clouds, and test grasp synthesis performance from the training perspective (which we term "Seen Perspective") and moving it opposite the table (which we term "Unseen Perspective", as shown in Fig. 1 . This again tests how geometry affects generalization and planning in occluded space. We use 6 objects from the YCB dataset [27] and two objects that were used by [9] . All objects with their labels are shown in Fig. 3 . Only the chips object was part of the training dataset and all others are novel objects. We place the object on the table at different poses and call the grasp optimization which outputs a robot joint configuration which is sent to Move-it to obtain a collision free trajectory to reach the grasp configuration. We also send to move-it the partial mesh of the object for the "Baseline" method and the reconstructed mesh using PointSDF("Ours") for our method. The moveit generated trajectory is executed on the robot and then the hand is closed with a controller to grasp the object similar to [8] . Then the palm is lifted to 15 cm. We quantify a grasp to be successful when the object remains grasped after lifting. For each object, we chose 3 poses for the "Seen Perspective" and 6 poses for the "Unseen Perspective". VI. RESULTS We will discuss results on 3D reconstruction followed by grasping in the following subsections.
A. 3D Reconstruction Results
From Table I , we see that PointSDF either outperforms or matches VoxelCNN on all metrics and datasets, indicating a more robust geometric understanding. In Figure 4 , we show representative object reconstructions on previously unseen objects from both datasets. We see that PointSDF reconstructions are smoother and retain finer details as compared to VoxelCNN results, which lose details and exhibit artifacts. The PointSDF slices also show a desirable gradient in predictions with a clear zero level set. 
B. Grasp Success Results
We show in Fig. 5 the BCE loss of each of our grasp success prediction approaches on the test set from the training and novel perspective. We highlight the following key observations: 1) Using the point cloud embedding outperformed the voxel-based approach for both perspectives, indicating that point cloud embeddings are a powerful geometric primitive for robotic grasping; 2) As expected, changing the camera pose hurt the performance of all approaches; 3) Utilizing reconstruction loss during the training of our grasp success network appears to aid generalization to novel perspectives, indicating a stronger geometric understanding. Both multiloss approaches (finetune and multiloss) outperformed training the network from scratch, with multiloss seeing the smallest change in performance. We see that the "Voxel" method fails to generalize to novel perspectives as shown by large difference in loss (0.52 vs 0.62) while our "SDF-Multiloss" generalizes better as seen by the similar loss (0.48 vs 0.53) between train and novel perspectives.
C. Grasp Synthesis
We show some grasps on objects from the "Unseen Perspective" using our method in Fig. 6 . From the grasp success plots in Fig. 7 , we see that our reconstruction aware approach performs same as the "Baseline" method from the "Seen Perspective". However, from the "Unseen Perspective", we see that our approach performs significantly better (75%) compared to the "Baseline"(47%) across all objects. The airplane-toy was never grasped by the "Baseline" method in the "Seen Perspective" this could be attributed to the presence of a large projection on the object in the form of the tail wing causing more occlusion for the partial point Success Percentage (%) Fig. 7 : Success rates on real world grasp task. We plot seen perspective in the top and unseen perspective in the bottom. Our approach performs better across all objects in the "Unseen Perspective". cloud while our "PointSDF" helps fill in these gaps enabling successful grasps. We found that in the seen perspective, the "Baseline" method performed better on max-gel,pitcher and cleanser. We suspect this to be because the BigBirds dataset that the networks were trained on doesn't contain large objects and the "Baseline" method fits the model to partial view while our method embeds the full geometry of the object making the grasp success network fail.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We explore how geometry can be leveraged in grasp synthesis. We show that incorporating a learned signed distance function via a shared embedding space for grasp success prediction and via collision constraints on the grasp optimization yields geometrically-aware grasp synthesis. Our geometrically aware grasp system shows significant improvement in grasping from unseen camera viewpoint compared to a baseline partial pointcloud based method.
In the future, we plan to explore incorporating feedback from multiple viewpoints and tactile sensing [33] to improve reconstruction and, in-turn, grasp success predictions. We will also explore using the learned grasp success models as constraints for optimization of in-hand manipulation tasks [34] . We also believe future work is required to address the grasping frame utilized throughout the system. Our object frame contains desirable spatial consistency, but requires the reconstruction to generalize as the camera moves, due to commensurate shifts in the resulting point clouds.
